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A Conversation with Carissa Schumacher, 

full-body channel for Yeshua—author of 

THE FREEDOM TRANSMISSIONS  

 

Q: What exactly are The Freedom Transmissions?  

 

A: Transmissions are the channeled offerings of Yeshua of Nazareth (Jesus, Christ Logos). 

Within them, through energy, wisdom, humor, and unconditional Love, Yeshua creates a 

Pathway for us to realize, illuminate, and embody deeper Love, Balance, Peace, and joy in all 

aspects of our lives. Yeshua has offered many Transmissions since He first came through my 

channel in 2019.  

 

Q: What are the central themes Yeshua addresses in The Freedom Transmissions? 

 

A:  

• The personal and global shifts we have been/are/will be experiencing as we enter a 

new era 

• Why He is coming to us now in this specific way 

• How we can restore our Balance and Peace from the polarity and loss we have 

experienced individually and collectively over the past years 

• Why our personal choices to plant seeds of Faith, Forgiveness, and Freedom instead 

of fear, blame, and suppression transform our lives and bring healing and Balance  

• The meaning of the sacred heart and why restoring simplicity, stability, surrender, 

and stillness to our lives is so important  

• Why grief is sacred and how to move forward from loss with a deeper connection to 

Spirit 

• How we are more interconnected to each other and the ecosystem than we realize 

and how we can weave and braid a web, a life, of deeper harmony, laughter, and 

Grace 
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• How our crosses and burdens affect others and vice versa… and why we need to 

give them over to Him so that we can uncover our deeper essence, Presence, and 

purpose  

• How to resurrect the resilient, radiant, transcendent Divine self from the self-

absorbed, disempowering, judgmental illusion self  

 

Q: How is Yeshua pronounced? 

 

A: In Aramaic, it is Ye-shu-a. However, He says that Yesh-ua is just fine.  

 

Q: What or who is Yeshua?   

 

A: That is up to each person. To me, Yeshua is God, consciousness, the Word, the Light, 

the essence and creator of all that is. He is not just a man from long ago. He is all things and 

no things, the Alpha and the Omega, the Light and the Void; timeless and transcendent. 

More than anything, Yeshua is Peace, the “child” of the Divine Father, Truth, and Divine 

Mother, Love. When you experience profound Peace within, even in moments of 

uncertainty and grief, you are in the Presence of Yeshua.  

 

Q: If Yeshua is Christ do readers have to be Catholic, Christian, or even just 

“spiritual” for the Transmissions to apply or be helpful?   

 

A: Yeshua is not for some people, He is for all people. He is not a person, He is the timeless, 

transcendent Presence of consciousness, of Light. While beliefs can be important for us as 

human beings to make sense of the world and ourselves within it, Faith is an energy that 

extends far beyond our perceptions and beliefs. Beliefs can change, but Faith is the ever-

constant Presence of the Divine, of consciousness, within us. You do not need to believe in 

Yeshua or even the Divine at all to receive and benefit from His vast, intimate, infinite 

Grace.  

 

Yeshua speaks as and for all within the Divine. The Divine is one God, one Light.  
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Thus, if you resonate more with the Divine through experiencing Yeshua as Jesus Christ, 

Divine Father, Divine Mother, Moses, Allah, Gaia, Buddha, the essence of Peace, or nothing 

at all, that is what is right for you.  

 

Q: Are Yeshua’s Transmissions consistent with existing religious and/or spiritual 

texts? 

 

A: What He offers in The Freedom Transmissions is consistent with His life… but also so far 

beyond. Many of the true aspects of Yeshua’s essence and offerings were lost or destroyed in 

past times. Yet, there is no destruction of the Light that any human can ever catalyze. Over 

the past decades on our planet, more and more have awakened to the essence of His 

consciousness and Way, which is the Way of humility, integrity, forgiveness, compassion, 

strength, courage, and peace.   

 

Q: When was your first experience with Yeshua in this life? How did you come to be 

His channel? Was it your choice?   

 

A: As a child, I was born with the ability to hear, see, and feel Spirit. I was an empathic child 

with strong psychic and mediumship abilities. As I got older, what I channeled and saw grew 

more and more accurate with each passing year.  

 

When I was about seven, an angelic Presence came to me when I was meditating by a 

stream. She told me I would be a channel for Yeshua. I didn’t quite understand who or what 

Yeshua was at the time, but I accepted what I was being told because it resonated as Truth. I 

certainly had my years of trying to run from who I am. But remembering the Grace of the 

Angel and my inner knowing of and commitment to whatever path God asked of me got me 

through everything.  

 

I spent many, many years conducting one-on-one sessions and guided Sacred Spirit 

Illumination Journeys. But it wasn’t until Yeshua “birthed” in my channel in October 2019 

and began His Transmissions that I truly understood Yeshua’s Presence as the Logos of 

Christ, God, Peace, Source; not just the essence of consciousness but consciousness itself.    
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Q: What exactly is channeling? 

 

A: In essence, it is moving energy from the “unseen,” the Void, Divine Womb, Space of 

Spirit, realm of infinite possibilities, into the “seen,” through words, art, expression, 

innovation, manifestation, etc. That is revelation: the unfurling of something previously 

unseen into the seen, into form.  

 

When I am channeling Spirit in the form of mediumship, the energy of someone’s loved one 

who has crossed over gathers near my channel in the unseen. The energy moves through my 

channel and suddenly special messages and memories come out, which can bring a lot of 

healing, comfort, and joy for the person receiving them.  

 

When a Transmission comes through, very powerful energy gathers in the unseen. I bring 

Yeshua through and He regulates the channel. As He speaks, the Light energy moves into 

form and a Transmission is born.  

 

Q: What happens to you when Yeshua is using you as a channel?  Are you aware of 

what’s happening?  Do you hear Yeshua talking through you?     

 

A: No, as a full-body or “trance” channel I’m not able to hear what is said while He is 

coming through. I think it’s because Yeshua doesn’t want my bias or ego to enter the 

Transmissions and influence what He’s saying. When bringing Him through my channel, I 

just kind of dissolve and move into a space within myself in which I am able to “anchor” 

His Presence, meaning holding and grounding His energy in my body. The only thing I can 

compare it to is maybe what it feels like to be in the womb. Every time I channel Him it is 

like going through a mini death when He comes through… and rebirth when I come back 

into my normal consciousness.  

 

When I’m bringing Him through, my body shakes a lot. It kind of looks like I’m on an 

airplane flight with turbulence. I just bounce around until His Presence is fully “in body” and 
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a clear, calm, tranquil Peace shines through. If I am in front of a group, I ask someone to 

hold my ankles because it stabilizes and grounds me in dissolving myself.  

 

When He comes through, my whole body changes. The first time I saw a video of it was also 

one of the first times I saw myself on camera. I was speaking as normal Carissa and seeing 

that was already weird. Then I brought Him through and oh my goodness! When He comes 

through, my voice changes in a way I cannot replicate no matter how hard I try. 

 

When He is coming through, my whole body is different, more masculine. My body gestures 

change, my posture changes, my face looks completely different. Once my EYES changed 

color—they went from brown to gold. It is very weird to see a Divine Be-ing come through 

your body!  

 

Q: What does His Presence feel like?  

 

A: His Presence, well, there are no words to describe it. The Love, humility, joy, compassion, 

understanding, purity, and honesty are beyond anything in the human experience. It is always 

really hard coming back to consciousness or “normal Carissa” human life for several hours 

after a Transmission. I feel completely purified yet utterly humbled.  

 

My heart almost breaks from the mixture of gratitude and mourning. Every time He leaves 

my channel, I experience the “separation wound” or perception of the individuated self. 

When Yeshua is “in body,” it is the closest thing to the feeling of where we “go” when we 

complete this life and return to God, the Light.  

 

Q: How does the channeling work? How do you know when He wants to come 

through? 

   

A: When it’s just me, I can hear His voice and feel His Presence. Other times I’ll be talking 

to someone and feel my root Chakra start to vibrate, or crown start to tingle, or heart skip a 

beat. I know that is Yeshua moving energy through my channel and connecting to the 

person. But that doesn’t mean I’m going to bring Yeshua fully through in that moment.   
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For actual Transmissions I feel a “pooling” of energy around my channel for days, weeks, 

months in advance. I know that Light energy is gathering, and I have to prepare and 

“download” that energy sometimes for weeks. Like a woman when her water breaks, when 

Yeshua needs to come through, it is made very clear to me, and I let Him through.  

 

Q: Was your family very religious?  Tell us a bit about your upbringing.   

 

A: My family wasn’t particularly religious, but I was blessed to live in an environment that 

encouraged exploration. My parents allowed me to visit Christian churches, Catholic 

churches, temples, and mosques. I was given some rudimentary education on the Bible, 

Torah, Bhagavad Gita, and other texts. But nothing more than the basics. Nature was where 

I felt the deepest stillness and connection to God.    

 

Q: Do you have other family members with your abilities?  

 

A: Yes. My father has precognizant dreams. My mother’s father, my Opa, was often visited 

by Spirit. His mother was a highly accurate psychic and also had incredible mediumship 

abilities.  

 

There is an ancestral component to this, which seems to be the case with many intuitives. 

That is why I am fascinated with the scientific research on consciousness and intuition. If 

intuitive abilities are passed down and we can understand the genetic and neuroscientific 

roots of this, it could help so many people to embrace and reconcile their understanding of 

their own intuitive abilities.    

 

Q: Are there other vessels/channels for Yeshua of which you’re aware?     

 

A: Absolutely. Every single person on this planet who is willing to say yes to embodying 

their Divine self, their Peace self, their Freedom, Faith, or Forgiveness self is, in some form, 

channeling Yeshua. Any time a person forgives someone else; any time there is a movement 

of deeply original creative expression; any time someone quiets the mind and comes to rest 
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in the stillness of the moment; any time someone with an addiction works through the desire 

to blame and justify and makes amends to another; any time someone is racing to an 

appointment but stops to connect with a person on the street who is crying, they’re 

channeling and embodying their Yeshua self.  

 

Actual authentic channels for specific Divine Avatars, I only know a few. They are all deeply 

committed to their service, as well.   

 

Q: Can it be dangerous to channel?   

 

A: If one’s vibration is strong there is nothing to fear because the fear mind is largely 

dissolved. However, yes it can be very physically, emotionally, and mentally dangerous if 

someone is not equipped to handle the grounding and focus needed to channel. There are a 

lot of folks “dabbling” in attempting to channel Spirit right now. There are even heavily 

marketed workshops on how to become a channel, medium, and psychic.  

 

It takes a long, long time to create a pure channel and even more time to center one’s entire 

life structure around that service. It is now somewhat “trendy” to be a medium and channel 

and very tempting to many people’s egos because it is mysterious, and a lot of folks feel this 

will give them a “specialness that most human beings don’t have.” There is nothing special 

or glamorous about service as a channel, vessel, or medium.    

 

Q: How does Yeshua open our own channels in The Freedom Transmissions? 

  

A: In The Freedom Transmissions, Yeshua offers us an accelerated path to the integration of our 

shadow so that we can embody more Light and serve through joy in our own unique ways. 

He helps you to uncover the deeper aspects of your gifts and intuition in whatever way is 

right, harmonious, joyful, and important for you… be it through parenting, creative 

expression, science, business, writing, or even possibly channeling Spirit if that is your path. 

All vehicles created from authentic service and embodiment of one’s channel are of equal 

importance and sacredness.   
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Q: Do you have a favorite Transmission in the book? 

 

A: I could never choose a favorite. Different Transmissions are important at different times 

depending on where we are in life. I will say that the sixth Transmission, “On Life, Loss, and 

the Lamb,” saved me during a period of profound grief I experienced in the middle of 

channeling of The Freedom Transmissions.  

 

Between the fifth and sixth Transmissions, our cherished black Lab, Pierce, passed away. My 

heart was torn open from grief. But I made a commitment to Yeshua to complete the 

offering and, two days after Pierce passed, I mustered every ounce of energy I had to bring 

Yeshua through for the final Transmissions. Mourning Pierce’s Presence took some time, so 

I did not actually fully listen to The Freedom Transmissions until three weeks had passed!  

 

When I heard Yeshua’s words in “On Life, Loss, and the Lamb,” my heart felt whole again. 

Over the past year, that Transmission has helped me a lot in moments of sadness. But, to 

me, every offering in The Freedom Transmissions is extraordinary in such a unique and resonant 

way.    

 

Q: Why do you think Yeshua chose you as one of His channels?  What’s your 

response to people who ask, “What makes you so special?”           

 

A: Well first, why not me? And second, why you? Why are you chosen for certain things and 

others are not? Why are you an amazing musician and I can’t play a note? Why are you the 

mother or father of an amazing child, and I’m not? Those are all forms of channeling the 

Light per the specific design and purpose one was designed to fulfill.  

 

I am not special because I am Yeshua’s channel. I am human and struggle with Light and 

shadow just like anyone else. The beauty of Yeshua then and now is that He does not 

demand perfection. In His life, those He chose and trusted as His closest relations were 

often those who were the most “imperfect” or judged in the eyes of society. In the book, He 

reminds us that just because we are imperfect does not make us unworthy.  
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Q: There are those who will say this book is simply a way for you to draw attention to 

yourself. What’s your reaction?   

 

A: I did not choose to be a medium or channel, let alone Yeshua’s. It is not an easy path as I 

have said and I need to live a quiet life in order to serve Spirit, especially Yeshua, with 

humility and integrity.  

 

I’m not at all comfortable talking about myself and do not want attention placed on me. 

Never have, never will. Which is why, outside of reference to my name in this book, there is 

little to be found about me in the public despite many years of service. I am fine advocating 

for Yeshua and this incredible and essential text. But this book is not about me nor do I 

want it to be.  

 

Up to now, I have not done interviews or even had a website. I say no to everything. I did 

not solicit a book or even have a manuscript to publish in the beginning! The concept of it 

was presented to me by someone I deeply trust after she listened to the originally channeled 

sound files of The Freedom Transmissions. Though I had initial concerns, I said yes to the book 

because this is an essential text for the world. Sometimes pushing beyond our comfort zone 

is important.   

 

Q: Has it been difficult to tell people that you are Yeshua’s channel?  

 

A: Absolutely. The hardest part of service as one of Yeshua’s channels is explaining this to 

people. There are so many preconceived notions of Yeshua. To many, saying, “Oh hi, I’m a 

channel for Jesus Christ” sounds rather blasphemous, arrogant, or frankly insane. When He 

birthed for the first time and gave a Transmission, luckily it was unexpected and happened 

before a group of people who were forever changed in the experience of His Presence. I 

didn’t even know what had happened until after. I “came to” and everyone was in shock and 

silence. I asked what had happened. 

 

Then someone said, “Carissa, you just channeled Christ.” In that moment I knew. I knew 

the moment had come, that life would be different and that I just needed to surrender. I was 
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terrified of people’s reactions. But the people whom I have served and who know me, as 

well as those who experience Yeshua’s Transmissions and Presence, understand. Because 

their channel or connection to Yeshua and Spirit opens in a new way, too!   

 

Q: Was Yeshua different than you had imagined when He came through your 

channel for the first time? 

 

A: Based on conditioning, I thought He would be very solemn and pious. While He is 

infinitely powerful and profoundly honest in the most simple, clear, and resounding of ways, 

He is not “preachy” at all! One of my favorite aspects of Him, in addition to His infinite 

patience, Peace, Forgiveness, and unconditional Love, is His humor!  

 

Yeshua is hilarious. He knows us better than we know ourselves and does not hold back 

from saying the things we wish we could say out loud. He reminds us that the experience of 

Divinity does not need to always be so serious. As a matter of fact, being able to laugh about 

ourselves and the minutia that we fuss about for no reason is deeply cleansing and liberating. 

Yeshua can have you rolling on the floor laughing one moment and then processing deep 

latent grief through tears the next.  

 

 

Q: Is Yeshua a “He”? Do people ever have a hard time accepting that He is coming 

through a female body with a female voice?  

 

A: That is a great question and I was a little confused about this myself in the beginning. So, 

the way I “hear” Yeshua’s voice and feel His Presence is distinctly masculine. I only wish His 

actual voice could come out through my own. It does in some ways because Yeshua is God. 

God is both masculine and feminine, as well as neither. Just as we all have our own 

masculine and feminine energies. Yeshua is the perfect Balance between masculine and 

feminine because He is the bridge between Truth and Love… He is Peace.  

 

He was a man when He came to the Earth. However, He lived in a space of highly evolved 

consciousness and did not have ego imbalances like we do to varying levels and degrees 
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depending on where we each are on our journey of conscious evolution. Thus, He was not 

bound to form identity or ego identity. He experienced deep levels of intimacy on an 

emotional, spiritual, and mental level with all people, male and female, and still does.  

 

We are moving into the era of masculine and feminine Balance. More people are awakening 

and becoming more conscious. Thus, there is a degree of dissolving of certain aspects of our 

“form identity,” which includes our creation, conscious and subconscious, of self-identity 

from the conditioned significance placed on gender and roles therein. This does not mitigate 

our biology, which is a reality and an important and sacred one.  

 

But, as we have moved closer to this era that many have called “the era of Christ 

consciousness,” the confinement of identity to a specific human gender has become a bit 

more blurred. There are some in male bodies awakening to their feminine identities in a 

number of ways across a diverse spectrum and vice versa. We have seen the movement of 

this in human behavior, social changes, and public discussion over the past decades and 

certainly right now.   

 

I identify as female though I have a strong masculine attunement. That’s just me. When 

Yeshua comes through, He is distinctly masculine through the essence of the Divine Father 

but He is equally One with the Divine Mother. He is transcendent to the maleness and 

femaleness we know. But He understands them both. Which is part of what allows Him to 

serve us all, regardless of gender or identity. 

 

In His life, He faced much criticism because He served and valued women as much as men, 

which was unheard of at the time. After the Resurrection, He came to many women, 

including Mary Magdalene. She was one of His first channels and vessels. He gave a 

profound offering to Mary (Miriam), which can be read in the gospel of Mary Magdalene, a 

gospel that many people within the world wanted to keep suppressed and nearly destroyed.  

 

When Mary went to share her experience with Yeshua’s Spirit with the other Disciples, Peter 

mocked her. In so many words he said, “Why would Yeshua come to you, a woman? I don’t 

believe you because, if He were to give a teaching, He would certainly give it to one of us 
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[the men].” The Disciple Levi then stood up for her. But it was clear that even Yeshua’s 

Disciples, the first stewards of His Presence after His death, had their own judgments 

surrounding gender, which were counterintuitive to the essence of Yeshua’s Grace and 

honoring of all people as equal.    

 

I bring this up because, if anyone struggles to accept Him coming through my body, that is 

their choice and their judgment. Though I am of Yeshua, of God, as we all are, I am not 

Yeshua, I am not God nor is any other person in a body. Yeshua serves all people equally 

and comes to and through all of us when we open ourselves to His Light. Thus, it is deeply 

archaic to assume that Yeshua would only speak to and through males.  

 

Q: Does serving Yeshua and the preparation that it requires interrupt your normal 

day?   

 

A: No. Mainly because I have been preparing my whole life to serve Yeshua, which includes 

time every day to meditate, ground, and open my channel more deeply. Yeshua honors my 

need to maintain some semblance of a normal life. He knows that I have my own service as 

my Carissa Yeshua self, as we all do. I still do private sessions with individuals and give my 

own offerings on Journeys. Many people still come to me for “Carissa the psychic medium” 

though that is changing considerably now.  

 

Yeshua likes when I help people work through Transmissions. Or when I use my abilities to 

help prepare folks to move deeper into their embodiment of Peace and service. Yeshua, as 

well as all of Spirit, enjoys a deeply co-creative relationship with all of us. So He lets me be 

me and we have struck a sacred co-creative relationship.    

 

From the very beginning, with Spirit in general, even before Yeshua birthed in my channel, I 

created a covenant of sorts so that I could function as an intermediary to Spirit while also 

managing my survival needs. The covenant is basically a vow that I took in service to the 

Divine that defines what I am willing to commit to Spirit and what I need from Spirit. For 

example, service is my utmost priority. If a romantic relationship or some external 
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relationship starts taking precedence over my ability to serve, the relationship has to go. If 

Yeshua needs to come through I will drop everything.  

 

In return, I made it clear that Spirit needed to bring those whom I am meant to serve to me. 

I have never and will never “advertise” personal sessions or Sacred Spirit Journeys. To date, 

the process by which people find me has always been completely organic and on the basis of 

referral. I also asked Spirit to allow me certain periods of the day for my own integration 

work, rest, and attendance to survival needs. Thus, there are times each day my channel is 

open and other times I do not want to be “bothered.” Spirit has also honored my need for a 

quiet, simple life, which, in turn, gives me a deeper ability to purify my channel and embody 

more Light.  

 

Q: Does Spirit respect your boundaries?  

 

A: Very much so. That is not just true for me, it is true for us all. The Divine honors our free 

will and, when we get off track, Spirit, including our own soul and spirit, guides us back to 

our path in time. The Divine knows that we are here to experience life and evolve as human 

beings. Part of that evolution includes expanding our consciousness to encompass all of 

Spirit, not just our sense of an individuated self.  

 

When it comes to my overall life as a channel for Yeshua, I still have to go through the same 

things in life that everyone else does. I do not get special treatment. None of us are allowed 

to skip over and bypass the excavation of our own shadow that’s needed along the way, 

including me.  

 

Q: Have you ever undergone functional MRIs or other scans and tests to determine 

what’s going on in your brain when you’re channeling Yeshua?   

 

A: I have had brain scans done and been a guinea pig for researchers several times. I have 

never had one done when I was actually channeling Yeshua, heaven knows what that might 

look like! What I have been told is that I have “heightened activity in my prefrontal cortex” 
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that is not normal compared to brain scans of most others. The prefrontal cortex is the area 

of the brain that ancient people spoke of in a sense as the “third eye.”  

 

It is the area near where the optic nerve and auditory nerve are located, which might explain 

why I have never seen darkness or heard silence even in complete sensory deprivation. From 

the time I was born, when I close my eyes or even shut my ears, I see and hear a symphony 

of colors and sounds that I still to this day describe as the “Light beyond Light.”  

 

With that said, I have deficits in other areas of the brain that function normally for most 

people. For example, I have an abnormality in my suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), the area 

of the brain that governs our circadian rhythms. I have been told it is possible that, since I 

process energy as light at all times, it has been difficult for my brain to entrain healthy 

light/dark stimuli. This is very important to human rhythms and sleep function. So, unlike 

most people, when it gets dark, I wake up. When it is light, I get sleepy. Managing this has 

been an ongoing issue the whole of my life. However, it’s all I have known and is a small 

price to pay for the immeasurable joy of being able to see, feel, and connect deeply with 

Spirit at all times.  

 

What’s very interesting to me is that I’m starting to see parents coming forward with 

children who have similar abilities to mine including “electromagnetic” and other forms of 

synesthesia, meaning they see energy fields, emotions, or music as light. I find it very exciting 

that there may soon be ways, through research on the hippocampus, amygdala, temporal 

lobe, parietal lobe, more recently the periaqueductal gray (PAG), and the different feedback 

loops interconnecting these areas in the brain, to understand how consciousness, intuition, 

empathy, and connection to Spirit occur on a neuroscientific basis. It wouldn’t be the worst 

thing in the world for more people to be able to access their intuition and expand their 

consciousness, especially with support from the scientific landscape. It would lead to a lot 

more compassion in how we treat each other.  

 

Yeshua loves science, which he calls “technology” or “intelligence.” He says science, 

including the movement of consciousness into creation, is “His most masterful 

architecture.” He speaks of why science and Faith are wholly co-creative and interdependent 
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in The Freedom Transmissions and extensively in other Transmissions He has given since. He is 

quite fascinated by our human mimicry of Divine technology and I have felt Him moving a 

lot of energy recently to infuse deeper consciousness into many of our technological 

systems.  

 

To Him, it is important for natural technology, including the highly intelligent technological 

system that is the human body, to be prioritized in value above our man-made technological 

interventions. Otherwise, we cannot maintain Balance and our health and well-being suffers 

as a result. Watching a show about nature is very different than being in nature and He 

reminds us in The Freedom Transmissions that we have not evolved to the point where we can 

live as disconnected from the ecosystem as we have been.  

 

Q: What is your daily life like? What do you like to do for fun? 

 

A: I am a very private, quiet, and introverted person. Much of my day is spent in meditation, 

self-care, and service—to clients, to Yeshua, or pro bono work. I enjoy meditating, hiking, 

running, and spending time in nature. Animals, especially dogs, bring me deep joy. I have 

two four-legged children, both German Shorthaired Pointers. I am utterly transfixed by 

watching things grow and observing the miracle of life. My “Netflix” is watching snails move 

across my garden. They are fascinating creatures.  

 

I like music (Yeshua LOVES music, especially when people come together in song and 

spirit) and I adore science, especially psychics and neuroscience. I don’t just like getting little 

facts. I like reading studies with actual research and statistics. My current fascination is Fermi 

Bubbles, which are basically the massive burps or farts emitted by the supermassive black 

hole at the center of our galaxy. Basically, the black hole went on a feeding frenzy millions of 

years ago, had indigestion, and burped and farted massive columns and bubbles of gas that 

are still visible now. That is beyond hilarious to me. Science, even in our very limited current 

understanding, brings me so much deeper into my awe of God and Divine creation.     

 

Q: What do you struggle with? 
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A: Technology, namely computers and cell phones. It is so invasive. Technology drives me 

crazy and, beyond email and phone calls, I stay away from it as much as possible. It really 

drains my energy and I feel the impact of our overreliance on it, which Yeshua speaks about 

in the book, is very dangerous emotionally, physically, and mentally. Technology is like any 

other tool: When used with consciousness and discernment it is a gift. When withdrawal, 

anxiety, or panic symptoms occur when away from it or when healthy social relationships 

suffer because of it, there is an addiction occurring that needs to be addressed. 

 

Also, food. Sugar and dense foods really dilute my channel. I find food very boring but 

obviously somewhat necessary. So, I eat twice a day very moderately and minimally. I 

basically have like five foods in my diet. Everything else makes me sick. My simple diet 

makes me happy and I feel great sticking to what brings my body joy.  

 

Finally, travel and, ugh, parties. Though dancing is fun, otherwise, yuck. Foreign places and 

exploring new cultures are amazing but I can do that energetically in meditation. I travel all 

over the place all the time. All I need to do is close my eyes. I am an INFJ personality type. 

So, I like… home. It’s funny, when Covid hit everyone was freaking out and struggling with 

the lockdowns. Not a single aspect of my daily life was interrupted. I don’t know whether 

that is noble or pathetic but, either way, it is the way of be-ing that brings me Peace and joy.        

 

Q: Can Yeshua perform miracles through your body? 

 

A: Once again, it is important to distinguish that I am NOT Yeshua. There is a saying, “An 

Avatar is only as good as His/Her channel.” Though I won’t go deeply into it, I do feel I 

was designed to channel Him. I was born with forensic psychic and mediumship abilities. 

Then I devoted years preparing my body in meditation and dissolving of ego to be able to 

bring Him through.  

 

While He uses what He has access to in my “technologies” or abilities, He is not a person. 

When He was human, He was God. Now that He is resurrected to Spirit, He does catalyze 

astonishing miracles. But not through me, through His omnipotent Divine Presence.  
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For example, when we released a rehabilitated eagle on a mountaintop on a Journey in 

October 2020, a massive radial rainbow appeared in the sky despite there being no rain. And 

Yeshua’s face appeared in the clouds! Sixty people were there that day. No one will ever 

forget that moment. Often, on Sedona Journeys, especially during meditations, He will 

completely clear a person of any pain in his or her body.  

 

So yes, He can catalyze miracles. Often when I am channeling Him. But I cannot say that is 

“through my body” because it feels like it is between His Spirit and the openness to the 

miracle held within the person He is focusing on. It has little to nothing to do with me.   

 

Q: Have you experienced a miracle or miracles through Yeshua’s Presence? 

 

A: Oh yes. Like many people who have had a direct encounter with the Presence of Yeshua 

or the Divine, it changes, purifies, and illuminates one’s whole spirit for a lifetime. When I 

was young, I was struck by a wave and my head smashed on a rock. I saw myself hovering 

above my body ensued by a burst of the most golden Light pulling me into it. Suddenly a 

voice said, “Go My Child,” and I was jolted back into my body as I washed up on the beach.  

 

Another time, I was in a dark place within my life. I was driving when suddenly the most 

sacred golden Light flooded my whole vision. I heard Yeshua’s voice for the first time. He 

said, “Let her go.” I felt something leave my body, as though a heavy cross or burden had 

been miraculously lifted. I just felt a surge of Love, safety, and Peace I had never felt before. 

He then said, “Go in Grace” directly to me, the golden Light dissolved, and He was gone. 

But He imprinted that Light within me and it has stayed with me ever since. I had somehow 

managed to pull over as this happened. I sobbed tears of joy for days afterward and still 

could to this day.   

 

Then, twelve years ago, His Presence activated in my channel (I then gestated it for ten years 

before He came through for the first time). I had just been through a dark period of deep 

loss as my illusion self and fear-based attempt at conformity exploded in my face. My 

channel was reopening and I could not control it. I was afraid. When Yeshua’s Presence was 
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activated in my channel, I felt and saw an extraordinary Presence of what I will call the “Blue 

flame” for several nights prior.  

 

On the seventh night, it suddenly entered my be-ing. I heard a pane of glass shatter and a 

baby’s cry. Then I felt the Holy Fire of the Blue flame break through the crown of my head 

and spiral down my entire spine. The flame was imprinted in the middle space of my body, 

around my solar plexus and womb. Three nights after, Yeshua’s face came to me surrounded 

by a rainbow and I have never beheld anything so Divine and miraculous in my whole life. 

My fear dissolved… it was like a redemption. I was shown the path God needed me to 

follow and created the path with no expectations, only Faith, gratitude, and joy.  

 

Since Yeshua first came through in 2019 and began offering His Transmissions, it has been 

astounding how many people, even atheists, are able to recount extraordinary experiences of 

Yeshua’s or the Divine’s direct Presence and intervention in their lives. We are so loved and 

so blessed. My Prayer is that The Freedom Transmissions allow more people to experience the 

miracle of Yeshua’s Light and encourage them to feel safe enough to speak about their 

Divine experiences.  

 

Q: Do animals react differently to you when Yeshua is coming through?  

 

A: If I am channeling Him it is as though every bird, snake, butterfly, rabbit, spider, turtle, 

cat, or dog in a hundred-foot radius flocks to Him. My dogs have had fascinating reactions 

to His Presence. When I am bringing Him through at home, our male rescue pup freaks out 

and frantically searches around the house to find “Mommy” because he doesn’t understand.   

 

Our girl is a Spirit pup. I think she loves Yeshua way more than she loves me! When He is 

“in body,” she is a bundle of joy and tries to sit in His lap. So, yes, animals have a profound 

relationship with Yeshua and Yeshua has a profound way of interacting with them. He 

discusses His relationship and our relationship with animals thoroughly within the book.   
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Q: The world has just come out of a pretty dark year and a half.  With 2022 on the 

horizon is there a particular Freedom Transmission of which we need to be 

especially mindful?    

 

A: Yeshua has done many different Transmissions and people will gravitate toward different 

ones at different times according to their needs. Sometimes you might feel a strong 

resonance with one and keep coming back to it over and over. Sometimes a Transmission 

that didn’t resonate at one time resonates deeply a day, month, or year later. Because there’s 

so much richness and so many layers to each Transmission it doesn’t make sense to try to 

narrow things down to just one because that is personal and dependent on individual needs.  

 

However, in the aftermath of 2020 and 2021, there are a few offerings that I feel are really 

important for us all to receive:  

 

In Transmission 4, “Moving Mountains,” Yeshua shares why we are experiencing so many 

changes on individual and collective levels, and why our Presence on this planet at this time 

is so important. He teaches us how to dissolve and move the mountains we perceive—such 

as job loss, hardship, illnesses, life changes—through the power of Love within. He helps us 

to deconstruct the illusion of helplessness, irritability, despair, or overwhelm so that we may 

find our strength, worth, and sense of joy and direction in a whole new way.  

 

Transmission 6, “On Life, Loss, and the Lamb,” is one of the most powerful Yeshua has 

ever offered. He walks us through the understanding of grief—how to process it, why it is 

important to experience, and what really happens when we experience loss, including the 

loss of a Beloved or even a part of our identity. He speaks about death and what happens 

when someone crosses over or when we do in the most healing, soothing, illuminating way. 

He also speaks about how to connect with those we have lost… and how to resurrect the 

Light back into our lives after a period of change.    

 

A few other important wisdoms He offers pertinent to the current shifts we are in: 

• His discussion of the three Voids and how to conceptualize the Void as the Light of 

rebirth is deeply liberating.  
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• His forewarning to us to plant seeds of Love, Truth, and Peace instead of fear, 

blame, and judgment is extraordinarily important as we enter the period of “you reap 

what you sow.”  

• His Words on how to recognize and highlight the true/Divine/Yeshua self over the 

illusion/Lucifer/Judas self are quite essential.  

• His guidance on how we can give over our burdens and suffering so that we can 

move into our deeper joy, compassion, and service brings such Freedom to the 

heart.  

 

It is funny that these Transmissions were channeled between December 2019 and August 

2020. Every word He said has happened and is continuing to happen, so we need to pay 

attention! I have a strong hunch that a lot more of what He says will be playing out in even 

more magnified ways. 

 

Q: Do you have any recommendations before reading the book?  

 

A: As I relay in the introduction, I deeply recommend experiencing the book in both print 

and audio format. The audio version brings you deeply into the meditations, prayers, and 

breathing exercises. Without actually doing the meditations, it is a little more difficult to 

completely absorb and integrate the Transmissions. The print has the direct personal energy 

and facilitates an extraordinary depth of connection and intimacy between you and Yeshua 

in your liberation to Peace and Freedom. The print also has the personal process and written 

exercises, which are pretty essential to applying and understanding the richness of the 

Transmissions within your own life.   

 

I also suggest being patient with yourself through the process and allowing for what needs to 

surface to surface without judgment. It is important to read or listen more than once, and to 

move through it at a pace that allows you to really digest what is offered. Speeding through 

the book is fine but there is a difference between mentally absorbing the Transmissions and 

truly experiencing the transcendence that emerges through the whole of your be-ing when 

you give it space and take your time.  
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Q: What do you want readers to get out of this book? 

 

A: What I want is irrelevant. Each person has different needs. Yeshua understands those 

needs in a way I do not and cannot. Thus, my will is inconsequential here.  

 

The joy of The Freedom Transmissions and Yeshua’s offerings is that whatever that need is—for 

clarity, for Peace of mind and heart, for understanding of purpose, for deeper connection to 

intuition, for strength and courage, for transcendence through loss and grief, for liberation 

from anxiety, despair, or overwhelm—it will be served. While the Pathway Yeshua presents 

is a collective path, it is also very individual and personal.  

 

If I did wish for anything, it would be for the reader/listener to experience the life-altering 

Freedom, support, and joy that comes from feeling seen, heard, worthy, supported, and 

unconditionally Loved. That is what Yeshua offers to us all. He reminds us that we’re not 

broken, we don’t need fixing. We have a power of Peace within us that moves mountains. 

When we reach for our Faith and the strength of the Divine, foremost within self, we can do 

anything and be anyone.  

 

After the Voids we have been through over the past years, Yeshua offers us a bridge to our 

Divinity as individuals and a collective. In a deeply personal way, Yeshua is calling to us to 

serve co-creatively as beacons of Light within humanity. Those with the courage and 

openness to answer that call are holding the Light for the world.  

 

In The Freedom Transmissions, Yeshua brings us relief, clarity, direction, purpose, and joy. He 

invites us to serve co-creatively with the Divine as the Divine on Earth. Per the Hopi 

Prophecy, “We are the ones we have been waiting for.” Within The Freedom Transmissions, 

Yeshua shows us how to BE the ones we have been waiting for. Anyone who finds The 

Freedom Transmissions and feels the call is ready.   

 

 


